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VARIATION IN THE BUGISIMAKASARESE
SCRIPT'
'...there can he no writing of history
without a history of writing.'
Yuen Ren Chao (196159)

As is wel1 known to those interested in the languages and literature of
South Sulawesi, Indonesia, the Bugis and Makasarese living there have
been using a specific script of their own for severai centuries.
As to its structural, inner form, this Bugis/Makasarese script belongs to
the Indian and Indian-derived scripts. As is characteristic of this type of
script, it is made up of basic characters representing syllables each consisting of a consonant followed by the inherent vowel lal and diacritic marks
representing vowels other than /a/ added to the basic character and replacing
the inherent /al. A significant aspect of the BugislMakasarese script is that it
has no sjxxial basic characters for syllable-initialvowels other than lal; the
basic character for initial lal is useù for the other initial vowels by adding
the appropriate vowel marks. The script is defective or incomplete in that it
does not express consonant gemination, syllable-tinal consonants (nasals,
except some homorganic ones in Bugis, and glottal stop) and (Bugis) finai
vowel lengthening.
The outer form of this syllabic-phonemic script can most adequately be
illustrated with its special font of printing types, in their characteristic,
(distantly) Indian-derived order (see Table 1).
General works on the writing systems of the world seldom make mention
of the Bugis andor Makasarese script (or of Indonesi'w scripts in general,
for that matter). Even those which aim at exhaustiveness pay -t little
attention to it, usually only including the characters in a table and giving a
sample text (Diringer 1968:340, Figs. 18, 16, 10; Friedrich 1966:133-134,
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Table 1. BugislMakasarese script, printing types (the prenasalized characters
are not used in Makasarese, and the sign for shwa (e) is used for final nasals in
Makasarese).
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Fig. 308; Jensen 1969:384-385, Fig. 387), and even so sometimes inaccurately (in Jensen's table <s- and dia> are interchanged). They present the
printing types as shown in Table 1, but copied in handwriting. Damais, in
his description of the Bugis script of 1948, preserlts printing types but uses
those kept in the French national printing office (Irtil~riau~rie
Nationale de
France), which differ in some details from those in Table 1.
Hilgers-Hesse does not use printing types in her description of the
Bugis and Makasarese script (1967) and apparently writes the characters,
not conspicuously fluently, herself. She includes as illustration two brief
passages from Bugis and Makasarese manuscripts kept in Leiden, in which
some variation is visible.
Such variations in the form of the characters as displayed are cxcaïionally pinted out (Damais 1948:377) but not discussed. In general, the few
existing descriptions of the Bugis/Makasarese script give the impression of
uniformity, and not inaccurately so. The uniformity largely prevailing nowaclays in the use of the script may be attributed to two factors, printing and
erlucation.
Printing types of the Bugis characters, designed and cast in Rotterdam in
the mid-nineteenth century, were used from that time onwards for printing
in both the South Celebes capital, Makaïar, and Amsterdam. They were also
used as models for teaching the script in elementary schools, first in Makasar and environs, and then gradually in other areas of South Celebes. This
process of standardization clearly influenced the later handwriting of the
script. As a standard style of the script emerged, previously existing variations disappeared (though perhaps only from the official scene). Such
variations, though, can still be gleaned from older manuscripts in public
collections.
A study of such variations is of importante for two reasons apart from
mere descriptive purposes. They may shed some light o11 the origin and development of the Bugis script, and on how the scripts of other languages such as those of Bima, Sumhawa, Ende, and Wawonii - were derived from
the Bugis.
To trace these ùevelopments, the way in which the stanctud printing font
carne into being wil1 be Icwked into fust. Then a number of older variations
wil1 be discussed. On this basis, finally, a theory wil1 he presented of how

-
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It can be inferred that the use of the Bugis characters tbr prenasalization
was in fact optional. They could be employed or not, as the scribe wished.
A clear example is the early twentieth-century autograph manuscript of the
epic text edited by R. Tol, who found 'absolutely free variation' in this respect in this manuscript written by the professional author Mallaq daéng
Manajéng (Tol 1990:132).
Another significant example is the private letter written in Bugis by Petta Bétténg (that is the Ranreng Béttémpola, the highest aristocratie functionary in the Bugis principality of Wajo') on 10 April 1941, and addressed to Ince Nuruddin (a Bugis former school inspector in Makasar), in
which the prenasalized characters are nowhere used (KITLV Or 245/110; see
Fig. 11). For instance, the town of Singkang, where the writer lived, is
written sika. Even as late as 1941, apparently, omitting prenasalization was
an accepted custom in letter writing by educated Buginese.
It should be added here that another use of the characters has been attested. In the autograph written by Mallaq daéng Manajéng, these characters for
prenasalization were sometimes used for indicating a final nasal occurring in
the syllable concerned (Tol 1990:124).

2.2 Final nasal indicated in Makasarese by the Bugis shwa vowel mark
A direct link with the final remark of the preceding section may be found in
the use in Makasarese of the vowel mark ( * ) which in Bugis script indicates shwa and is styled ecceq in Bugis. Since no shwa occurs in Makasarese phonology, this mark could not be employed for that purpose in writing
Makasarese texts. As a consequence Matthes does not mention it in his description of the Makasarese script and never uses it himself in texts he published in that language. He knew, though, that it existed in Makasarese too
(Mk ancaq) and was employed occasionally in Makasarese texts to indicate
a final nasal in the syllable concerned. According to him, this use was merely for the benefit of beginning readers (Matthes 1858a:ll; 1875a: 14). It
may be that Matthes heard this explanation from Makasarese informants. It
seems more likely, however, that since this vowel mark could not be used
for the same purpose in Makasarese as in Bugis, il was instead employed in
the former language for indicating a final nasal as an alternative in the same
optional manner as the characters for prenasalization were used in Bugis
writing.
An example of the use of ancaq for indicating a final nasal in Makasarese is manuscript NB Boeg 67 (Fig. 12) of the Matthes collection, a tragic
love poem written by a copyist named I Sanggain Takalar (Matthes 1875b:
20). There is no reason to assume that this manuscript was written for beginning readers of Makasarese.
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Fig. 11. Letter from Petta Bétténg to Ince Nurudding of
10 April 1941 in Bugis script. KITLV Or. 545/110.
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Fig. 12. Makasarese text in Bugis/Makasarese script. NB Boeg 67, p. 1.
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Fig. 13. Makasarese text in Bugis/Makasarese script,
written by Ance Nanggong. NB Boeg 205, p. 65.
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Fig. 14. Bugis text in Bugis/Makasarese script. NB Boeg 182, p. 85.
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century manuscripts, this feature may be ascribed to fluent cursive writing.
It is also a conspicuous feature of the script in the (probably) eighteenthcentury Bugis inscription on stone in Brunei (Noorduyn 1993).

2.5 An alternative <a>
A small alternative detail is found in some manuscripts in the place in
which the dot is put in the syllable-initial <a> character. In the standard
shape, the dot is placed in the right-hand inverted V of the basic character
(~* ), but occasionally it is found in the left-hand inverted V ( < ^ ) . This
variant way of writing the syllable-initial <a> character is found, for instance, throughout manuscript NB Boeg 185 of the Matthes collection,
which was copied by a certain Aji Muda at Tempe, Wajo' (Matthes 1875b:
68) and in NB 182 (Fig. 14).
That this variant writing may be a special habit of an individual writer is
shown by the manuscripts written by Tajuddin ibn Siraj al-Arifin (18131879), a former lieutenant of the Malay community in Makasar (NB Boeg
7, 28, 208, 209, 214, and 215; Matthes 1875b:5, 6, 12; 1881:7, 16, 22, 23).
All these manuscripts show the same style of writing this character throughout, an additional peculiarity being that the dot is not placed in the lefthand but in the right-hand inverted V whenever an <o> vowel mark (which
has its place to the right of any basic character) follows the <a> character.
The same way of writing the syllable-initial <a> chciracter is found in LOr
1922 (Fig. 15), written by an unknown copyist.
The dot in the left-hand inverted V of the <a> also occurs as a systematic
feature in the Bugis stone inscription in Brunei (Noorduyn 1993:108),
which may date from the eighteenth century.
It is clear that this alternative variant crops up now and then as an individual, personal option, which is occasioned by the structure of the character concerned, because the right-hand placement of the dot is traditionally
but not signifïcantly determined.

2.6 Variants of <ka>, <ngka>, <ca>, </'«>, <nca>, <sa>, and <ha>
There are a few other characters which are often found in a shape that diverges from that of the standard printing types. The following are a few
examples.
In apparently fluent cursive writing, <ka> is often written in such a way
that the second upward stroke starts at the point where the first ends, or
both strokes are almost horizontal and the one just following the other, for
instance in manuscripts NB Boeg 182 (Fig. 14) and LOr 1923 VII (Fig.
16). Whereas this can be explained as a result of cursive writing, it is not a
likely explanation of another variant of <ka>, which is written with the two
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Fig. 15. Bugis text in Bugis/Makasarese script. LOr 1922, p. 97v.
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Fig. 16. Bugis text in Bugis/Makasarese script. LOr 1923 VU, p. 2.
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Fig. 17. Bugis text in Bugis/Makasarese script. LOr 1922, p. 12r.
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upward strokes not leaning forward, as is Standard, but backward ( \ \ ; for
instance in LOr 1922 V; see Fig. 17).
The <ngka> usually has the form of an inverted V-shape with a small
vertical stroke descending from the top (/i\, as for instance in Thomsen's
publications). This is quite different from the Standard type /^- if we
perceive it as a prostrated capital F, but is basically similar if we perceive
the Standard type as an inverted V-shape with the descending vertical
starting at a point slightly to the left of the top.
The <ca> A> is often less similar to <pa> /O than it is in the Standard
form, and consists of a basic inverted V-shape followed by a V-shape placed
under the right-hand leg of the inverted V-shape (for instance in KITLV Or
545/269; see Fig. 9).
The <ja> often has the rounded shape it had in the first style of printing
types, which was altered shortly afterwards (see section 1.6; Fig. 6).
The <nca> often has the form of a basic doublé inverted V-shape with a
single one below its centre. This is only slightly different from the printing
type, which can be described in the same way.
The <sa> sometimes has the shape of an S, that is, either an oblique forward stroke with two small rectangular strokes, one upwards at its bottom
and one downwards at its top, or an oblique backward stroke with the same
small strokes (for instance in LOr 1922; Fig. 17).
The <ha> - which is very rarely found in manuscripts because in the
Bugis and Makasarese languages /h/ occurs practically exclusively in loanwords from Arabic - may be found written as a circle with a backward
oblique stroke within it (LOr 1922; Fig. 15), or more or less similar to the
European figure '8' (LOr 1923 VII; Fig. 16).

2.7 The special Luwu' characters
A list of special Luwu' characters was published in facsimile and briefly
described by Noorduyn and Salim (1988; see Fig. 18) from the only manuscript known to contain them (VT 123 of the National Library collection in
Jakarta), four of the characters having been mentioned by Cense in his description of the manuscript (Cense [1952?]: 5). The descriptions in the
1988 publication must be corrected in one respect, since the character
described there as <ba> in fact represents the prenasalized /ba/, and so is
<mba>.
The list therefore contains eight characters for which there are no alternatives in the Standard script and five for which there are.
Four of the former represent syllables with prenasalized stops: three
voiced stops (/mba/, /nda/, and /nja/) and one voiceless stop (/nta/), and four
syllables with geminated consonants: one stop (/tta/), two nasals (/mma/ and
/nna/), and one continuant (/ssa/). In all cases the characters have a composite shape in that they consist of the character with a non-prenasalized or
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non-geminated consonant and a small oblique stroke added, three of these
being a downward stroke at the right side, and five an upward stroke at the
left side. In one case, that of the <nta>, the character is not based on its nonprenasalized basic form - which is used as base for the <nna> - but on that
of <nya>. The characters having a V-shape as base have their added stroke
on the right side, and those having an inverted V-shape as base have their
added stroke on the left side. It is clear that these upward and downward
strokes are similar to the upward strokes indicating prenasalization in the
Standard character for <mpa> and <nra>. But in the Luwu' characters they
are used indiscriminately for either prenasalization or gemination.
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Fig. 18. Special Luwu' characters. Noorduyn and Salim 1988:351.

The reason why these additional characters for prenasalization and gemination were developed may have been merely the wish for greater certainty
in reading texts by enhanced distinctiveness in the script, but may perhaps
also be ascribed partially to linguistic or dialectal differences. For instance,
the high aristocratie Balirante title, which is written with <nta> and contains the Toraja word rante 'plain', is limited to Luwu'.
Of the Luwu' variants, the <mpa> can be described as a <pa> with an
added V-shape crossing its bow on the left side.
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The Luwu' variante for <nga> and <ngka> seem to be constructed in a
similar way. They consist of a basic inverted V-shape (that is, a <ta>) and a
<pa>, respectively, and an <é> vowel mark intersecting the top or, alternately, this vowel mark on the top and a dot below it. In this way, the lastmentioned variant looks like a Standard <ba> with a dot below it.
Two of the four variants for <ha> also seem to be constructed on the
basis of a <pa>, but with two curves added, one above and one below the
base.
The <sa> sometimes has the S-shape, which is also encountered in some
manuscripts from outside Luwu' (see section 2.6 above, and Fig. 17).
There seems to be no special reason why these exceptional shapes were
developed rather than using the Standard models. They most probably
should be considered part of a different scribal and 'scriptological' tradition.

2.8 The palm-leaf style types
R.A. Kern, well known for his voluminous catalogues of La Galigo epic
manuscripts, was the first to recognize the existence of a special style of
Bugis script, which he named the 'palm-leaf style' (palmblaüschrift) because it is particularly (though not exclusively) to be found written on prepared leaves of the lontar palm (Borassus flabellifer). These lontar leaves
were cut to the shape of ribbons 2 or 3 cm wide and some 60 cm long,
joined together for many metres and inscribed with one line of script only.8
Kern mentions a few particulars of this style of Bugis script when he describes the manuscripts concerned (Kern 1939:580-583, 1075-1076). This
style, according to Kern, is a simplification compared with the style known
from manuscripts on paper; curved letters are avoided (perhaps due to the
physical constraints imposed by the writing material); the <a> is often a
single dot. Curiously enough, not only the simplified types occur in these
manuscripts but also the more complicated ones, and those difficult to

8

The ribbons of such a Bugis palm-leaf manuscript are usually some 60 to 80 cm
long and have been joined by overlapping the next ribbon onto the end of the
previous one for a few centimetres and sewing them together. The beginning of
the first ribbon is fixed in a notch of a wooden reel. By turning the reel around,
the ribbon is tightly wound on the reel. Rolled up, the reel and ribbon form a
disk. The end of the last ribbon is fixed on a second reel in the same manner as
the beginning of the first. The two reels are fastened in a forlc. When one reel is
wound off, the other is wound on. The text written on the ribbon can be read
between the two reels. By turning one reel while reading, the text on the ribbon
rolls passed the reader's eyes.
The above description of an ingenious Bugis invention, adapted from Kern's
(1939:580-581), can be tested in but a few places in the world. The still extant
palm-leaf ribbon manuscripts are kept in Leiden (LOr 5475), Amsterdam (Tropical Museum 673/4), Manchester (John Rylands University Library Bugi 3 and
3a; cf. Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:35; Gallop and Arps 1991:111), and
Jakarta (Perpustakaan Nasional 780, Sureq Baweng).
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write: there are four different types of <ka>, three of <sa> (Kern 1939:581),
and two different characters each for <ka, ja, sa>, and <a> used indiscriminately in one and the same paper manuscript (Kem 1939:1075).
If we look at the script used in two of the four sample manuscripts
mentioned by Kern (LOr 5475 and 6147 [Fig. 19]; see Kem 1939:580-583,
390), we see particularly divergent shapes of four characters, those for <ka,
ja, sa>, and <a>.
The <ka> occurs in the shape of an X ( x ) , or in that of two vertical
strokes, one after the other (n).
The <ja> consists of three dots, two next to each other and the third eentred below, or above them (v, or .••).
The <sa> has two shapes, one, just a vertical stroke (i), and second, a
vertical stroke with a forward curl at the top and a backward curl at the
bottom, together forming an S-like shape: ( r ) .
The <a> is a single dot. As to this character it should be added that the
<i> vowel mark, being a dot above the basic character, was regularly put
above the dot representing the /a/, but if the <u> vowel mark would just
have been a dot below the dot being the /a/, the resulting syllable-initial
<u> would have been indistinct from the syllable-initial <i>. Therefore one
extra dot was added here. As a result, <a> is one dot (•), syllable-initial <i>
two dots above each other (:), and syllable-initial <u> three dots one above
the other (:).
Apart from these divergently shaped characters, the standard ones, as
Kem remarked, are also used in these manuscripts. Including the latter, there
are thus three variants for <ka>, three for <ja>, three for <sa>, and two for
<a> in this pahn-leaf style.
According to Kern, a vertical drift is to be observed in this style of characters. This is true, but for a limited number of characters only. The two
strokes of <ka> are verticals in this style; the <nga> consists of a basic inverted V-shape with a small vertical on top of it (A); the <ba> consists of
a basic inverted V-shape with a small vertical on top of it which in its turn
has a small forward stroke at the top ( A ) ; the <é> and <o> vowel marks are
also nearly vertical, as they are in Thomsen's publications (see section 1.3;
Figs. 3 and 4).
If there is any general difference in this palm-leaf style of writing between manuscripts on paper and those on palm-leaf ribbon, this vertical drift
is stronger in the latter.
Kem speculates that there may have been a time when the material written upon was bamboo tubes, on which the characters were written vertically
in a top-to-bottom direction, and from this material one passed on to pahnleaf ribbon (Kern 1939:581). This speculation might explain the vertical
drift in writing on palm-leaf ribbon as a remnant from a vertical writing direction, which changed into a horizontal direction in writing on ribbon. It is
known that the Philippine script was written vertically on bamboo tubes,
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from bottom to top, left to right (Francisco 1973:18). But there is no evidence whatsoever testifying that this was ever the case in South Celebes.
Though the extant Bugis manuscripts on palm-leaf ribbon are few and
probably not old, and this kind of writing material is not known to be used
elsewhere, it may still be an ancient kind of material, as is shown by an
ancient piece of information in the Chinese Sung dynasty annals, quoted by
Kern from a translation by Groeneveldt. In it, it is told that, in 977, the
king of P'uni (that is, Brunei) sent tribute to the emperor of China accompanied by a letter, which is described as follows:
The letter was enclosed in different small bags, which were sealed, and it
was not written on Chinese paper, but on what looked like very thin
bark of tree; it was glossy, slightly green, several feet long, and somewhat broader than one inch, and rolled up so tightly that it could be
taken within the hand. The characters in which it was written were small,
and had to be read horizontally. (Kern 1939:582)
The writing material described here may - in view of the measurements
mentioned - be identified as a ribbon and may have been made of palm leaf,
while the horizontal writing direction also agrees with that on the Bugis
palm-leaf ribbon. Although again there is no guarantee that it was used in
South Celebes at that time, there is the distinct possibility that the Bugis
way of writing on palm-leaf ribbon as well as the palm-leaf style of writing
are old.
Kern supposes that the style of Bugis script we know from most paper
manuscripts did not derive from this palm-leaf style found on ribbon manuscripts because these were far too awkward and easily broken, but from a
style used on palm-leaf paper, because this material must have been much
more useful as writing material and must have been in use prior to European
paper in any case, since lontaraq 'lontar' signified both the writing material
and writings inscribed upon paper (Kern 1939:582).
Although possibly, or even probably, there once was an older style of
Bugis script, which formerly may have been used for writing on palm-leaf
paper, there is no evidence whatsoever to indicate the form of its characters.
On the other hand, there are indications for seeing in the palm-leaf style of
script an earlier style, from which at least some of the characters of the standard style and its variants can be shown to derive.

3. Graphs and graphemes in Bugis /Makasarese script
It is one of the most conspicuous aspects of the Bugis/Makasarese script
that quite a number of its characters are closely related in their outer form. A
few examples are the characters which differ only by the absence or presence
of a dot (<na> t^ and <ta> /-\ ; <ma> \>> and <da> w ; <pa> yO and
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<ga> **> ; <wa> <*-• and <a> *<•); or by having one or two inverted Vsbapes (<ta> / ^ and <wa> ~ - ; <na> / ^ and <ya> *s*). Clearly both a
dot and an inverted V-shape are basic elements of these characters, which in
one case can represent by themselves a particular syllable (for example <ta>)
but in other cases are constituent parts of composite characters and do not
represent any linguistic unit. In such cases they are basically graphs, nonsignificant building stones, within graphemes, significant writing characters,
and only indirectly what the latter are directly, namely relevant parts of the
syllabary script system.'
After eliminaüng the Standard style of printing types as a later development and focusing first on previously common variants and then on characters in the palm-leaf style, it is now possible to show that the greatest part
of the characters as graphemes consist of no more than four basic elements
or graphs. They are: 1. the vertical stroke; 2. the V-shape; 3. the inverted Vshape; 4. the dot.
If these graphs are taken into account, the following characters can be
derived from them or from combinations of them (see Table 2):
1. the single vertical is <sa>, the doublé vertical is <ka>;
2. the single V-shape is <ma>, the V-shape with internal dot is <da>;
3. the single inverted V-shape is <ta>, the doublé inverted V-shape is
<wa>, the inverted V-shape with internal dot is <na>, the doublé inverted V-shape with internal dot is syllable-initial <a>, two inverted Vshapes one above the other is <ra>, the inverted V-shape with a vertical
upon its top is <nga>, the inverted V-shape with a vertical descending
from its top is <ngka>, the inverted V-shape with a vertical upon its top
which has a small horizontal at its top is <ba>;
4. the single dot is syllable-initial <a>, two dots above each other is syllable-initial <i>, three dots above each other is syllable-initial <u>, three
dots in a triangle is <ja>;
5. the V-shape combined with an inverted V-shape on top of it, together
forming a diamond, is <sa>, the V-shape combined with an inverted Vshape to its left is <pa>, the same combination with a dot in the inverted V-shape is <ga>, the same combination with a dot in the V-shape is
<la>, the inverted V-shape with a V-shape below its right leg is <ca>,
the inverted V-shape with a V-shape on its top, together forming an Xshape, is <ka>, the doublé inverted V-shape combined with a V-shape
below its centre is <nya>, the doublé inverted V-shape combined with a
single inverted V-shape below its centre is <nca>, the doublé inverted
V-shape combined with a doublé V-shape below it is <ha>.

9

The terms 'graph' and 'grapheme' are used here in a slightly different way from
general usage in publications on scripts and writing, in which 'graph' may be
defined as 'any unit of any script', and 'grapheme' as 'writing sign representing
a distinct element of the spoken language' (Sampsonl985:22, [adapted from]
25).
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Table 2. The single and combined Bugis graphs, partly consisting of graphemes
no longer in use.
vertical
single
sa 1
doublé
ka II
single + dot
doublé + dot
2 above eacb other
3 above each other
3 in triangle
+ vertical on top
+ vertical from top
+ vertical with horizontal
on top
+ inverted V on top
+ inverted V on left
+ inverted V on left + dot
in inverted V
+ inverted V on left + dot in V
+ V below right leg
+ V on top
doublé + V below centre
doublé + inverted V below centre
doublé + doublé V below centre
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The above results are for a large part what in Bugis is styled the sulapaq
eppaq walasuji (or walasugi, or alasugi, or wolasuji), the lozenge, which
according to Mattulada is traditionally explained as the origin of the script
as well as the essence of micro- and macrocosm (Mattulada 1985:8-10; see
Cense 1979:7, 908). There appears to be every reason for paying close attention to this traditional concept, which seems comparable to the Javanese
mancapat concept. The Makasarese equivalent salapaq appaka may denote
the ghosts of the four quarters of the sky, to whom specific offerings are
made, the spirits guarding the four sides of the human body, and generally
knowledge of magie (Cense 1979:727-728).
Another consequence of the systematically coherent structure of the Bugis script as explained above is that this must have some hearing upon the
genetic relation of this script with other scripts in Southeast Asia. If this
structure is unique, the question arises as to which details or parts of the
Bugis script are derived from outside and which are not.
The inner form of this script clearly conforms to all other Indian-derived
scripts in the area, as is demonstrated by its syllabic-phonemic type, the
vowel in each syllabic character being the inherent /a/, the placement of the
other vowels above, below, before and after the basic character, as well as
the traditional listing of the characters according to the articulatory features
of the consonants concerned. The only major difference from the Indian list-
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ing is that in the Bugis/Makasarese sequence - inexplicably, because
contrary to the logical sequence - the labials, dentals and palatals follow
the velars in this retrograde order.
While it is undeniable that this inner form must derive from one or another Indian-derived script, and ultimately from one of the tndian ones, the
question must be asked which of the Bugis/Makasarese characters were
derived directly from their counterpart in another script, such as a Sumatran,
a Javanese, or a Philippine one, and which were wholly or partly invented
locally.
If a discussion of this relation between the various scripts is based on a
comparison of the outer form of the characters in the standard Bugis printing style and in the Javanese, or Kawi, or Sumatran scripts such as Batak or
Rejang, any conclusions drawn may be unfounded. A conspicuous example
is the Bugis and Sumatran (Rejang) character indicating <ngka> /s-. The
fact that the two characters seem to have a nearly identical shape to what
was described above (section 2.6) as a prostrated capital F (Fachruddin
1983:41) must be deemed a mere coincidence: as explained above, this
shape of the Bugis character is a late development, originating in the framework of designing printing types; the more original shape is quite different,
an inverted V-shape with a vertical descending from the top.
The existence of a special structure in the script means that one or more
designers must at one time have been at work in introducing this structure
in the existing material.10 This does not mean that the script in this form
was an invention pure and simple, as the indigenous opinion seems to hold.
New shapes must have resulted from remodelling existing shapes, derived
from older forms. That such has been the diachronic development of this
and other related scripts was lucidly demonstrated by Hendrik Kern in 1882
and 1885 (Kem 1882:197-199; 1885:62-72). Two essential examples must
suffice here, those of <ka> and <na>.

10
That the design or reform of a specific script can be credited to a particular
person is uncommon in the history of the writing systems of the world but not
unknown. The most remarkable example is King Sejong (reigned 1418-1450) of
Korea, who is credited with inventing and promulgating the unique Han'gul
script in 1446; Chinese examples are the reform of Qin and Li Su about 200 BC
(Coulmas 1992:118, 94-95; Sampson 1985:122).
It is of course unknown whether one person designed the reformed Bugis script,
and if so, who he was. If one thinks of the early sixteenth-century Daeng Pamatteq, the first harbour master of Makassar, who is sometimes credited with
inventing the Makasarese script or with reforming it (Cense 1951:54; Noorduyn
1965:153), there are several difficulties making this possibility less likely. For
one thing, the early sixteenlh century seems rather late for the invention or even
the reform of either the Bugis or the Makasarese script; a much longer development prior to that time must be postulated. The most serious objection is that, as
Fachruddin has convincingly argued, the expression used in the Makasarese
chronicle to describe Daeng Pamatteq's services must mean that he introduced,
not the Makasarese script, but Makasarese historical recording (Fachruddin
1983:35-40).
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The <ka> character was:
1. a Latin cross in India, Mauryan time, third century BC:
2. left and right tips curved down, Kutai, fifth century AD:
3. left and right verticals to bottom, Early Kawi, eight to
tenth century:
4 upper vertical lost, Later Kawi, tenth to thirteenth century:
5. middle vertical detached from upper bar, Later Kawi, tenth
to thirteenth century:
6. left or middle vertical lost, Lampung, Batak:
7. upper bar lowered, character turned 90", Philippines:
8. upper bar disappeared, Bugis/Makasar:
The <na> character was:
1. long vertical on short horizontal in India, Mauryan, third
century BC:
2. horizontal rises, tips turn down, left one in loop, Kutai,
fifth century AD:
3. top bar to the right, Kawi, eight to tenth century:
4. vertical lost, loop becomes circle, Batak:
5. lower bar lost, tips of top bar tum down, Philippines:
6. vertieal lost, loop/circle becomes dot, Bugis/Makasar:
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These two examples show how a continuous development of simplification
brings forth, in the Bugis/Makasarese shape of <ka> n (two verticals) and
<na> / ^ (inverted V-shape and intemal dot), three of the Bugis/Makasarese
graphs shown above to be the essential elements of the system: 1. vertical,
2. inverted V-shape, 3. dot.
It is clear that, in the case of the Bugis/Makasarese <ka> n, the vertical
position of the palm-leaf style is the original one, while the oblique position, either forward (standard) or backward (variant), both occasioned by
cursive writing, derives from the vertical position used on palm-leaf mate-

rial.
To acquire insight into the details of how the remodelling of the earlier
script led to the forms of the Bugis characters attested in the sources, one
must study the forms and variants of the Bugis-derived scripts found in the
region and of the old Makasarese script. That will be done on another
occasion.
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